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Given an R-module V, an R-homogeneous map f : V “ V is a function that is
linear on all cyclic submodules of V. For each positive integer n, denote by PFn
the integral domains with the property that for each homogeneous map f :
Rn “ Rn and for each cyclic submodule C : Rn, there exists a linear map s :
Rn “ Rn such that F s s . Necessary and sufficient conditions for R to be in<C <C
PF , in terms of divisorial ideals, are derived. Q 1998 Academic Pressn
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout, the word ring is used to mean an associative ring with
identity and all modules are unital.
If V is a module over the ring R and Y is a nonempty subset of V, we
say Y is R-closed if ry g Y for all r g R and y g Y. For modules V and W
over a ring R, a map f : Y “ W, where Y : V is R-closed, is R-homoge-
Ž . Ž .neous if f r¤ s rf ¤ for all r g R and ¤ g Y. The set of R-homogeneous
Ž .maps from Y to W will be denoted M Y, W , and if Y s V s W, willR
Ž . Ž .simply be denoted by M V . The set of maps M V can be made into aR R
right zero-symmetric abelian near ring with identity under pointwise addi-
w xtion and composition of functions 14 . This near ring obviously contains
Ž .the ring End V of all R-endomorphisms of V. A module V for whichR
every R-homogeneous map f : V “ V is an endomorphism, is known as an
endomorphal module. Endomorphal modules have been studied by U.
w x w xAlbrecht and J. Hausen in 1 and P. Fuchs, C. Maxson, and G. Pilz in 5 .
ŽFor each positive integer n, we denote by PF the class of commuta-n
.tive integral domains with the property that for each homogeneous map f :
Rn “ Rn and for each cyclic submodule C : Rn, there exists s g
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Ž n.End R such that f s s . Because PF is precisely all integralR <C <C 1
w xdomains, PF is only of interest if n G 2. In 13 , C. Maxson and A. vann
der Walt investigated PF , and showed in particular that the only unique2
factorization domains in PF are the principal ideal domains.2
In the second section of the article we give a general technique to
construct homogeneous maps. We show in the third section that R g PFn
if and only if all nonzero ideals generated by n elements are divisorial. In
the fourth section Rn is replaced by a finitely generated torsion-free
module. Finally, in the fifth section, we show that PF s PF for all2 n
 4n g 2, 3, 4, . . . , if R is a Cohen]Macaulay domain.
2. CONSTRUCTING HOMOGENEOUS MAPS
In this section we provide a general technique for constructing homoge-
neous maps.
Ž w x.DEFINITION 2.1 see 6 . If V is an R-module and if Y : V is nonempty,
then Y is strongly R-pure if for all r g R and y g V, 0 / ry g Y implies
that y g Y.
 < 4LEMMA 2.2. Let V and W be R-modules and let Y i g I be a collectioni
 4of R-closed and strongly R-pure subsets of V such that Y l Y s 0 if i / ji j
and V s D Y . Let f : Y “ W be R-homogeneous for each i g I andig I i i i
Ž . Ž .define f : V “ W by f ¤ s f ¤ if ¤ g Y , then f is R-homogeneous.i i
w xProof. The proof is similar to the proof of 6, Lemma 2.5 .
In the next result we find a description for the smallest R-closed and
strongly R-pure subset containing a fixed element of a torsion-free R-
module. This result is used in Theorem 3.1.
LEMMA 2.3. Let R be an integral domain with field of fractions Q, V a
 4torsion-free R-module, x g V and S s R _ 0 . Also identify ¤ g V with
y1 Ž y1¤r1 g S V for all ¤ g V recall that the R-homomorphism from V to S V
. Ž .that maps ¤ to ¤r1 is injecti¤e . Then the submodule V : x x, whereQ
Ž .  < 4V : x [ q g Q qx g V , is the smallest R-closed and the strongly R-pureQ
subset of V containing x.
Ž .Proof. Let X [ V: x x. The set X is certainly R-closed. Note that ifQ
 4 Ž .r¤ g X, with r g R _ 0 and ¤ g X, then r¤ s srt x, where srt g Q.
Ž .But then ¤ s srrt x g X, thus X is strongly R-pure. Now assume that W
is an R-closed and a strongly R-pure subset of V containing x. Let
Ž . Ž .srt x g X, then because W is R-closed, t srt x s sx g W, but because
Ž .W is strongly R-pure, srt x g W. Thus X : W.
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3. HOMOGENEOUS MAPS OVER FREE RING MODULES
Ž .In this section, R is a commutative integral domain with field of
fractions Q. In order to answer questions on whether or not it is possible
Ž n. Žto represent the maps in M R locally by endomorphisms see, forR
w x.example, 13, Section 5 , it is essential to have a workable description of
 Ž . < Ž n.4 nthe sets f ¤ f g M R , where ¤ g R . It is clear that if ¤ is the zeroR
n  Ž . < Ž n.4element of R , then f ¤ f g M R simply consists of the zero elementR
of Rn, so we consider the case where ¤ / 0.
Ž . n Ž n .  <For ¤ s ¤ , . . . , ¤ g R , denote by R : ¤ the set q g Q q¤ g R,1 n Q i
4i s 1, . . . , n .
n  4  Ž . < Ž n.4 THEOREM 3.1. Let ¤ g R _ 0 , then f ¤ f g M R s w gR
n <Ž n . Ž n . 4R R :¤ : R :w .Q Q
 Ž . < Ž n.4  n <Ž n .Proof. We first show that f ¤ f g M R : w g R R :¤ :R Q
Ž n . 4 Ž n. Ž . nR :w . To this end suppose f g M R and f ¤ s w g R . We needQ R
Ž n . Ž n . Ž n .to show that R :¤ : R :w . Assume rrs g R :¤ , with r, s g R,Q Q Q
ŽŽ . . Ž . ns / 0. Because sf rrs ¤ s rw s s rrs w, and because R is torsion-free,
ŽŽ . . Ž . Ž n .f rrs ¤ s rrs w, thus rrs g R :w .Q
 n <Ž n . Ž n . 4For the reverse inclusion fix x g w g R R :¤ : R :w . DefineQ Q
Ž . Ž n . Ž .f : V “ V by f q¤ s qx for all q g R :¤ , and f y s 0 for all y g V _Q
Ž n . Ž n .R :¤ ¤ . From Lemma 2.3 it follows that R :¤ ¤ is R-closed andQ Q
Ž n . nstrongly R-pure. Also, if R :¤ ¤ / R , then from the definitions ofQ
n Ž n .R-closed and strongly R-pure it follows that R _ R :¤ ¤ is also R-closedQ
Ž n.and strongly R-pure. Thus from Definition 2.1 f g M R and thereforeR
 Ž . < Ž n.4x g f ¤ f g M R .R
Recall that an integral domain R is a GCD-domain if any two elements
Ž w x.in R have a greatest common divisor see 11 . Examples of GCD-
domains include unique factorization domains and valuation domains.
Also recall that an integral domain is a Bezout domain if all finitelyÂ
generated ideals in the domain are principal. In the next result we
determine which GCD-domains are in PF .n
COROLLARY 3.2. Let R be a GCD-domain and let n be a positi¤e integer
greater or equal to two. Then R g PF if and only if R is a Bezout domain.Ân
w xProof. We denote by a , . . . , a the greatest common divisor of1 n
Ž . na , . . . , a g R. We first show that if ¤ s ¤ , . . . , ¤ g R is nonzero,1 n 1 n
Ž n Ž ..  w x < 4then R : ¤ , . . . , ¤ s rr ¤ , . . . , ¤ r g R . It is clear that1 n Q 1 n
 w x < 4 Ž n Ž ..rr ¤ , . . . , ¤ r g R : R : ¤ , . . . , ¤ . For the reverse inclusion fix1 n 1 n Q
Ž n Ž .. w x w xtrs g R : ¤ , . . . , ¤ . Clearly s divides t¤ , . . . , t¤ s t ¤ , . . . , ¤ ,1 n Q 1 n 1 n
 w x < 4and so we conclude that trs g rr ¤ , . . . , ¤ r g R .1 n
² :We denote the ideal generated by a , . . . , a g R as a , . . . , a . Using1 n 1 n
Theorem 3.1 and the result in the previous paragraph, we obtain that
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 Ž . < Ž n.4  Ž . n  4 <w xf ¤ f g M R s w s w , . . . , w g R _ 0 ¤ , . . . , ¤ dividesR 1 n 1 n
w x4  4  Ž . n < ²w x:4w , . . . , w j 0 s w s w , . . . , w g R w g ¤ , . . . , ¤ . Because1 n 1 n i 1 n
 Ž . < Ž n.4  Ž . n < ² :f ¤ f g End R s w s w , . . . , w g R w g ¤ , . . . , ¤ for 1 FR 1 n i 1 n
4  Ž . < Ž n.4  Ž . < Ž n.4i F n , f ¤ f g M R s f ¤ f g End R if and only ifR R
²w x: ² :¤ , . . . , ¤ s ¤ , . . . , ¤ . Thus R g PF if and only if all ideals gener-1 n 1 n n
ated by n elements are principal. Because n G 2 by assumption, we have
that all finitely generated ideals are principal, that is, R is a BezoutÂ
domain.
From Corollary 3.2 we see that if R is a GCD-domain and R g PF ,2
then R g F‘ PF . In Section 5 we show that this is also true foris2 i
Cohen]Macauley domains.
 Ž . < Ž n.4Now we give an alternative description of the set f ¤ f g M R . ForR
a nonzero fractional ideal J, we denote by Jy1 the fractional ideal
 < 4 w xq g Q qJ : R . Recall from 7 that a nonzero fractional ideal is di¤isorial
Ž y1 .y1if J s J.
Ž . n  4THEOREM 3.3. Fix ¤ s ¤ , . . . , ¤ g R _ 0 and let J be the ideal in R1 n
 Ž . < Ž n.4 Ž .generated by ¤ , . . . , ¤ . Then f ¤ , . . . , ¤ f g M R s w , . . . , w g1 n 1 n R 1 n
n < Ž y1 .y14R w g J .i
Ž n. Ž n. Proof. Because End R : M R , we only need to show that w gR R
< Ž . Ž . Ž n.4 Ž y1 .y1 R f ¤ s w, 0, . . . , 0 for some f g M R s J . Because w gR
< Ž . Ž .4  <R f ¤ s w, 0, . . . , 0 s w g R q g Q and q¤ g R, i s 1, 2, . . . , n, implyi
4qw g R from Theorem 3.1, the result follows from the definition of
Ž y1 .y1J .
Now we are in a position to describe all the integral domains in PF .n
THEOREM 3.4. Let n be a positi¤e integer. Then R g PF if and only if alln
Ž Ž y1 .y1nonzero ideals in R generated by n elements are di¤isorial thus I s I
. ‘for all nonzero ideals I : R generated by n elements . Thus R g F PF ifis1 i
and only if all finitely generated nonzero ideals of R are di¤isorial.
 Ž . < Ž n.4  Ž . <Proof. Clearly R g PF if and only if f ¤ f g M R s f ¤ f gn R
Ž n.4 n Ž . nEnd R for all ¤ g R . Let ¤ s ¤ , . . . , ¤ g R be nonzero, andR 1 n
denote by J the ideal generated by ¤ , . . . , ¤ . From Theorem 3.3 we have1 n
 Ž . < Ž n.4 Ž . n < Ž y1 .y14that f ¤ f g M R s w , . . . , w g R w g J . BecauseR 1 n i
 Ž . < Ž n.4 Ž . n < 4  Ž . < Ž n.4f ¤ f g End R s w , . . . , w g R w g J , f ¤ f g M R sR 1 n i R
 Ž . < Ž n.4 Ž y1 .y1f ¤ f g End R if and only if J s J . Thus we conclude thatR
R g PF if and only if all nonzero ideals generated by n elements aren
divisorial.
Ž y1 .y1 Ž y1 .y1It should be mentioned that J : J , but J does not equal J
in general. In terms of homogeneous maps, this corresponds to the
 Ž . < Ž n.4  Ž . < Ž n.4 Žobservation that f ¤ f g End R : f ¤ f g M R with strict setR R
. w xcontainment in certain cases . Consider, for example, the ring R s k x, y ,
where k is any field, and let J be the ideal generated by x and y. Then
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y1 Ž y1 .y1J s R, and thus J s R. So for this particular example we con-
Ž 2 . Ž . Ž .clude that there exists an f g M R , such that f x, y / s x, y for allR
Ž 2 .s g End R .R
In the next theorem we determine the Noetherian domains in F‘ PF .is1 i
Note that F‘ PF contains all fields.is1 i
THEOREM 3.5. Let R be a Noetherian domain, not a field. Then R g
‘ Ž w xF PF if and only if R is Gorenstein domain see 4 for the basicis1 i
. Žproperties of Gorenstein domains of Krull dimension 1 that is, the nonzero
.prime ideals of R are maximal .
Proof. From Theorem 3.4 it follows that we need to show that all
nonzero ideals of R are divisorial if and only if R is a Gorenstein domain
w x wof Krull dimension 1. This follows from 3, Theorem 6.3 and 7, Corol-
xlary 4.3 .
Because integrally closed Gorenstein domains of Krull dimension 1 are
the Dedekind domains, we have that a Noetherian integrally closed do-
main R is in F‘ PF precisely when R is a Dedekind domain.is1 i
EXAMPLE 3.6. In this example we exhibit a class of Gorenstein domains
which have special properties. Let G be a subset of the nonnegative
integers that is a numerical semigroup, that is, a subset containing 0 and
closed under addition. Suppose that G contains all integers greater than or
ww G xx ww d < 4xxequal to a fixed integer c. Let R s k t s k t d g G , where k is any
wfield. Then R is a local domain of Krull dimension 1. From 4, Exercise
x w x21.11 , or 8 , it follows that R is Gorenstein if and only if the cardinality
  4 < 4  of a g 0, 1, . . . , c y 1 a g G equals the cardinality of a g 0, 1, . . . ,
4 < 4  4 ww G xxc y 1 a f G . For example, if G s 0, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, . . . , the R s k t is a
Gorenstein domain.
In general we have that PF : PF for n G 2, and in the last section ofn 2
the article we show that PF s PF for n G 2, if we restrict ourselves ton 2
the class of Cohen]Macauley domains. Thus because the domains of the
ww G xxform k t have Krull dimension 1, and are thus Cohen]Macauley, we
have for this class of domains that PF s F‘ PF . So nonzero ideals2 is2 i
ww G xxgenerated by two elements divisorial in a domain of the form k t , imply
that all nonzero ideals are divisorial.
4. HOMOGENEOUS MAPS OVER FINITELY GENERATED
TORSION-FREE MODULES
Ž .In this section we denote by PF R , the class of finitely generated
torsion-free modules over the integral domain R, such that for each
Ž . Ž .f g M V and for each cyclic submodule C : V, there exists s g End VR R
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such that f s s . Recall that if an R-module V has an injective<C <C
resolution of the form 0 “ V “ E0 “ ??? “ Ek “ 0, where Ek / 0, and
there is no shorter injective resolution, then the number k is called the
Ž .injecti¤e dimension of the module V and is denoted by id V . If V has noR
Ž .finite injective resolution, then we put id V s ‘; furthermore, we defineR
Ž 4.id 0 to be y1. In the remainder of this section, R will be an integralR
domain.
Ž n. nIf id R s 0, then R is injective and so is R considered as a moduleR
n Ž .over itself. Thus R must be a field in this case and so R g PF R . For a
Ž n.Noetherian domain R we have that id R s 1 if and only if R is aR
wGorenstein domain of Krull dimension 1 2, Theorem 4.3.5, Theorem
x Ž .A.4.5 . Thus from Theorem 3.5 it follows that V g PF R if V is a finitely
Ž .generated free module with id V s 1. In this section we show that if VR
Ž .is a finitely generated torsion-free R-module with id V F 1, then V gR
Ž .PF R . By simply considering cyclic R-modules, we see that the condition
Ž . Ž .that id V F 1 is not necessary to have V g PF R .R
LEMMA 4.1. Let V be a torsion-free R-module, let C : V be a cyclic
submodule, and let M be the pure rank 1 submodule of V containing C. Let
Ž . Ž .f g M V . Then f is linear on M. In particular, V g PF R if and only ifR
Ž . Ž .each map in Hom M, V the set of R-linear maps from M to V can beR
Ž .extended to a map in End V for all pure rank 1 submodules M of V.R
 4Proof. Let S s R _ 0 . Because the natural R-homomorphism from
V to Sy1V is injective, we identify V with its image in Sy1V. It is clear
that M s Sy1 C l V. We show that f is linear on M. Let m , m g M and1 2
Ž . Ž .r g S such that rm g C for i s 1, 2. Thus rf m q m s f rm q rmi 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Žs f rm q f rm s r f m q f m . Because V is torsion-free, f m1 2 1 2 1
. Ž . Ž .q m s f m q f m .2 1 2
Ž .We next relate PF R with the functor Ext. For basic properties of this
w xfunctor we refer the reader to 10 .
Ž .LEMMA 4.2. Let V be a torsion-free R-module. Then V g PF R if and
1Ž .only if Ext VrM, V s 0 for all pure rank 1 submodules M of V.
Ž .Proof. The functor Hom y, V takes the short exact sequence 0 “
M “ V “ VrM “ 0 to a short exact sequence if and only if each map in
Ž . Ž .Hom M, V extends to a map in Hom V, V . Now use Lemma 4.1 and the
Ž . Ž . Ž .long exact sequence 0 “ Hom VrM, V “ Hom V, V “ Hom M, V “
1Ž .Ext VrM, V “ ??? .
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose V is a finitely generated torsion-free module o¤er a
domain R. Then V can be embedded in a finitely generated free module.
 4Proof. Denote by Q the field of fractions of R, and let S s R _ 0 .
Because V embeds in Sy1V and because Sy1V is a finite dimensional
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vector space over Q, we may assume that V : Qn for some positive integer
 4 nn. Using V finitely generated, we obtain r g R _ 0 such that rV : R .
Because ¤ ‹ r¤ is injective, V can be embedded in Rn.
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose V and W are modules o¤er the integral domain R, V
Ž . 1Ž .is finitely generated and torsion-free, and id W F 1, then Ext V, W s 0.R
Ž . 2Ž . w xProof. Because id W F 1, Ext y, W s 0 2, Theorem A.4.2 . FromR
Lemma 4.3, V can be embedded in Rn for some n, thus we have an exact
sequence 0 “ V “ Rn “ RnrV “ 0. From this exact sequence, we obtain
Ž n . Ž n .the long exact sequence 0 “ Hom R rV, W “ Hom R , W “
Ž . 1Ž n . 1Ž n . 1Ž .Hom V, W “ Ext R rV, W “ Ext R , W “ Ext V, W “
2Ž n . n 1Ž n . wExt R rV, W “ ??? . Because R is free, Ext R , W s 0 10, Theo-
x 2Ž n .rem 6.6 , and we also have Ext R rV, W s 0. Thus we conclude that
1Ž .Ext V, W s 0.
Putting these lemmas together, we obtain the main result of this section.
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose V is a finitely generated torsion-free R-module
Ž . Ž .with id V F 1. Then V g PF R .R
1Ž .Proof. From Lemma 4.2 we have to show that Ext VrM, V s 0 for
each pure rank 1 submodule M of V. This follows from Lemma 4.4,
because M pure implies that VrM is torsion-free.
‘
5. WHEN IS PF s PF ?F2 i
is2
In this section we consider the class of domains R with the property
that if R g PF , then R g PF for n G 2. Thus if R f PF , then we will2 n 2
assume that R g R. Proving that R is precisely all integral domains, or
giving an example of a domain not in R, is stated as an open problem in
w x12 . From Theorem 3.4 we have that R is the class of domains with the
property that if nonzero ideals generated by two elements are divisorial,
then all finitely generated nonzero ideals are divisorial. We will show that
R contains all Cohen]Macauley domains.
In the first result we show that determining if a domain is in R is a local
problem.
THEOREM 5.1. Let R be a domain, then R g PF if and only if R g PFn P n
Ž .for all prime ideals P of R. We may also replace prime with maximal.
Proof. From Lemma 4.2 we have that R g PF if and only ifn
1 Ž n n. nExt R rM, R s 0 for all pure rank 1 submodules M of R . Also,R
1 Ž n n. Ž 1 Ž n n..Ext R rM, R s 0 if and only if Ext R rM, R s 0 for all primeR R P
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Ž 1 Ž n n.. 1 ŽŽ n . Ž n. . wideals P of R. But Ext R rM, R ( Ext R rM , R 2, The-R P R P PPx norem A.3.6 , because R rM is a finitely generated R-module. Also,
n n Ž n.0 “ M “ R “ R rM “ 0 exact, implies that 0 “ M “ R “P P
Ž n . Ž n . Ž n. Ž .nR rM “ 0 exact, thus R rM ( R rM ( R rM . BecauseP P P P P P
Ž .nall pure rank 1 submodules of R are of the form M , where M is aP P
n 1 Ž n n.pure rank 1 submodule of R , Ext R rM, R s 0 for all pure rank 1R
n 1 ŽŽ .n Ž .n.submodules M of R if and only if Ext R rN, R s 0 for allR P PP
Ž .npure rank 1 submodules N of R and all prime ideals P of R. Now useP
Lemma 4.2 to obtain the result.
The next result shows that if R is a local domain in PF , then the2
maximal ideal of R completely determines if R g F‘ PF .is2 i
THEOREM 5.2. Let R be a local domain in PF with maximal ideal M.2
Then R g F‘ PF if and only if My1 / R.is2 i
Proof. If R g F‘ PF , then all ideals in R are divisorial. In particu-is2 i
lar, My1 / R. Conversely, assume My1 / R. We regard My1rR as a
vector space over RrM. Because My1 properly contains R, the dimension
of My1rR is at least 1. We will show that it is precisely 1. Choose a
fractional ideal J generated by 1 and any element in My1 _ R. Then
R ; J : My1. Note that there exists a g R such that a J : R. Because a J
ŽŽ .y1 .y1 Ž y1 .y1is generated by two elements, a J s a J, thus J s J. From
y1 Ž y1 .y1 y1 Ž y1 .y1R ; J : M , we have M : M : J : R. Because J s J,
y1 y1 Ž y1 .y1 y1J / R. Thus J s M s M, and therefore M rR is one dimen-
sional as a vector space over RrM by using J s My1. From Theorem 3.5
² :we need to show that R is Gorenstein, thus that Rr x is self-injective
w x11, p. 163 Exercise 5, Theorem 155 , where x / 0 is a nonunit in R. This
² : ² :is the case if the annihilator Ir x of the maximal ideal of Rr x is one
w x  <dimensional over RrM 11, Theorem 221 . We have that I s y g R My
² :4  < y1 4 y1 ² : y1 ² : y1: x s y g R Myx : R s xM . So Ir x s xM r x ( M R,
which is one dimensional over RrM.
The next result shows that all local domains of Krull dimension 1 are
in R.
THEOREM 5.3. Let R be a local domain of Krull dimension 1 and with a
Ž y1 .y1 y1maximal ideal M. Then M s M , and thus M / R and R g R.
' '² : ² :Proof. Let 0 / x g M. Then x s M, because x is equal to the
² :intersection of the prime ideals containing x . Because M is finite
n ² :generated, there exists a positive integer n such that M : x . Thus
xy1M n : R. Pick j as small as possible such that xy1M j : R. If j s 1,
y1 y1 Ž y1 jy1.then x g M _ R. If j ) 1, choose q g x M _ R. Then q g
y1 y1 Ž y1 .y1M _ R. Thus R ; M , and so M : M ; R, which implies that
Ž y1 .y1M s M .
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Recall that if R is a Noetherian commutative ring, if I is an ideal in R,
if A is a finitely generated R-module satisfying IA / A, then the common
length of all maximal R-sequences in I on A is called the grade of I on A,
Ž .written G I, A . When R is a local domain with maximal ideal M, we
Ž . Ž .write G R for G M, R and simply call it the grade of R.
The next result shows that if R is a Noetherian domain in PF , then2
Ž .G M, R F 1 for all maximal ideals M of R.
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose R is a Noetherian domain, but not a field, in
Ž .PF . Then G M, R s 1 for all maximal ideals M of R.2
Ž .Proof. Because R is not a field, G M, R G 1 for all maximal ideals M
Ž .of R. Suppose G M, R ) 1 for some maximal ideal M of R, and let
² :x , x be an R-sequence in M. Then q x , x : R, where q is in the field1 2 1 2
of fractions of R, implies that qx s r g R. Thus q s r rx , and qx s1 1 1 1 2
Ž .r rx x s r g R. Thus r x s r x . Because x , x is an R-sequence,1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 2
² : ² :x is not a zero divisor on Rr x . Thus r g x and q g R. But then2 1 1 1
² :y1 Ž² :y1 .y1x , x s R, and thus x , x s R.1 2 1 2
In the final result we show that R contains all Cohen]Macauley
domains.
ŽTHEOREM 5.5. Suppose R is a Cohen]Macauley domain that is R is
Ž . .Noetherian and G M, R s rank M for each maximal ideal M of R . Then
R g R.
Proof. Because R is Cohen]Macauley if and only if R isP
Cohen]Macauley for each prime ideal P of R, we have from Theorem 5.1
that we may assume that R is a local Cohen]Macauley domain. If
R f PF , then R g R, so we may assume that R g PF . From Theorem2 2
Ž .5.4, G R s 1. Because R is Cohen]Macauley by assumption, the Krull
dimension of R is 1, so from Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 it follows that R g R.
EXAMPLE 5.6. From the theorems in this section it follows that if R is a
Ž .local domain and R f R, then G R s 1, but the Krull dimension of R is
w xgreater than 1. But in 9, Example 9 , Hutchins provides the following
example of a local domain of grade one that is not Cohen]Macauley. Let
w 2 3 x ² 2 3:R s Z 3 X, X , X and M s 3, 3 X, X , X . Then R is a local do-M
main of Krull dimension 2, but 3 by itself is a maximal R-sequence on R .M
Thus it remains open whether R contains all Noetherian domains.
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